
Quarterly Issues/Program Report

Following is a list of the treatment of the issues ascertained by WOR Radio, New 
York, NY as the most important to our listening community.  The list of programs 
includes the three month period ending March 31st, 2015 and is by no means 
exhaustive.  The order in which the issues appear does not reflect any priority or 
significance.
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The following is a list of WOR-AM Programs which aired regularly in all dayparts and which 
consistently addressed the foregoing issues and have continued to do so in the quarter ending 
March 31st, 2015.  These programs include the most significant community issues ascertained by 
WOR-AM presented as programs or segments of programs.

Len Berman and Todd Schnitt in the Morning: New York media icon Len Berman and radio 
veteran Todd Schnitt team up for this daily show featuring lively discussions with callers and 
guests about today’s top topics, with a particular emphasis on stories impacting the tri-state area.  
Len and Todd are joined in-studio by News Director Joe Bartlett.  “Len Berman and Todd Schnitt 
in the Morning” airs Monday through Friday from 6:00am-10am.

The Mark Simone Show: Mark Simone's broadcasts are filled with lively conversation, colorful wit, 
savvy insight into current events, and an insider’s look at the rich, powerful and famous. His 
broadcasts bring you a smooth blend of important issues, interesting stories and blockbuster 
guests. He is one of the most experienced interviewers on the planet. His past guest list is 
staggering and his long history with those famous names often makes for some pretty intimate 
and forthcoming interviews. Mark Simone broadcasts on WOR Monday through Friday 10AM to 
12PM.

The Rush Limbaugh Show:   The Rush Limbaugh Show has helped redefine the political 
landscape.  Before Rush Limbaugh began broadcasting on network radio 15 years ago, political 
talk was often dry, hackneyed, and boring.  Rush Limbaugh's lively, humorous, and just plain fun 
program has rocketed his show to the most listened-to long form program in the history of 
network radio.

The Sean Hannity Show:  Known for his provocative, free-wheeling, passionate commentary on 
politics and the American agenda, Sean Hannity hosts the second most listened-to long form 
program in network radio.

The WOR Sports Zone with Pete McCarthy:  Pete McCarthy has the inside-scoop on the day’s 
top sports stories.  This lively, fast-paced show features guest interviews and listener calls, and 
frequently serves as the lead-in or follow-up to New York Mets baseball game coverage.  The 
WOR Sports Zone with Pete McCarthy broadcasts live on weekdays from 6PM-9PM.

Dave Ramsey Show:  Dave Ramsey, a personal money-management expert, is an extremely 
popular national radio personality, and author of the New York Times best-sellers. He devotes 
himself full time to helping ordinary people understand the forces behind their financial distress 
and how to set things right. Ramsey broadcasts on WOR every Monday through Friday from 
9pm-midnight.

Coast to Coast with George Noory:  Noory captivates program listeners with his discussions of 
paranormal phenomena, time travel, alien abductions, conspiracies and all things curious and 
unexplained. He is driven, he has said, by the desire to solve the great mysteries of our time. 
Coast to Coast with George Noory airs Monday through Saturday from 12am-5am. 

First Morning News with Joe Bartlett: Joe Bartlett discusses newsmakers, latest news, weather 
and traffic information from 5am to 6am Monday through Friday from 5am-6am.

The WOR Saturday Morning Show: Recaps what happened during the week, giving listeners an 
opportunity to talk about what's on their minds and to introduce them to some very unique New 
Yorkers. Saturday Morning airs Saturdays from 6am – 7:00am.



The Travel Show with Arthur and Pauline Frommer: Get ready to pack your bags and travel smart 
as Arthur Frommer guides you through luxurious travel on a budget. Arthur provides 
commentary on recent developments in travel, including travel bargains available all over the US 
airs Sundays 12noon-2pm.
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• WOR Radio airs local news every hour throughout the broadcast day.

• WOR Radio provides comprehensive coverage of all local, state and 
national elections and primaries including discussions with the candidates 
about the issues leading up to the primaries and elections, listener call-in 
opinion and discussion as well as review of platforms, polls and 
community impact of each case.

• The time and duration of programs listed previously are the regularly 
scheduled times for each program.  On the occasion of a major breaking 
story of local, state, national or international importance, regular 
programming is pre-empted to provide the public with complete coverage 
of the given event.

• The format of WOR is news/talk. Programs on WOR Radio usually involve 
discussions of more than one subject per day and often vary from caller to 
caller.  The following is a list of programs and coverage of the issues 
ascertained from the community for the period ending March 31, 2015.
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Issues Ascertained by WOR-AM Radio as Important To The Listening 
Community

Period Ending March 31, 2015

Government/Politics:
*National
*Local

Health Issues

Consumer

Ethnic/Race

Crime/Drugs

Women/Gender

Finance

Youth

Education

Social
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Issue Program Date Time Duration Description
Social Simone 1-2-15        10:40am            7 min Mark Simone 
talks with Roger Friedman from ShowBiz411.com about the Sony hacking and how it might have 
been am inside job and not North Korea.  He goes on to explain that hacking of emails was so 
personal that it had nothing to do with North Korea or “The Interview” and more to do with 
someone who had a personal hatred towards Sony.  He believes if the FBI really put effort into 
the investigation they would find out that someone in the States did this. 

Consumer Travel Show 1-4-15        1:06pm             8 min Travel writer 
Doug Lansky feels travelers stick too much to the usual. In his book, "Travel: The Guide", he 
urges people to seek out the offbeat and authentic, and gives tips on how to do it. He also talks to 
Pauline about some of the discomforts of air travel today.

Social               Morning Show    1-5-15                 6:06am             10min              Hilarie Barsky 
discusses the passing of ESPN anchor Stuart Scott from cancer. Scott, who had been battling the 
disease for years had dies over the weekend. Many who speak of him remember him fondly as 
the man who entertainment to Sportscenter. Scott leaves behind an ex-wife and two daughters.

Social               Morning Show 1-5-15         6:25am            5min                Hilarie Barsky 
discusses the new mandate that NYC require flu shots for preschoolers. The rule which was 
adopted under former mayor Michael Bloomberg will exclude any child under the age of five who 
does not have the flu shot from class. Hilarie believes this is a good idea because young children 
are susceptible to so many illnesses it is right to vaccinate them. On the other hand she 
understands that this will bring a backlash from many parents that don’t want to be told how to 
raise their children. 

Politics              Morning Show    1-5-15                  6:42am          10min              Hilarie Barsky 
discusses mourners paying respects to slain NYPD officer Wenjian Liu and those in attendance 
disrobing orders and turning their backs on mayor Bill de Blasio. Hilarie says even though she is 
not a fan of de Blasio and understands the cops have a right to express themselves she does not 
think a funeral is the best place to do so. She thinks there are other meaningful ways to get their 
points across.

Social                Morning Show    1-5-15                  8:25am           5min                 Hilarie Barsky 
discusses jury selection for the Boston Marathon bombing of suspect Dzhokhar Tsarnaev. 
Tsarnaev and his brother, Tamerlan, who was killed in a shootout with police detonated a 
pressure cooker at the finish line for the marathon back in 2013, which led to an incredible 
manhunt for both. The bombings killed three people and injured over 200 more. Hilarie says he 
will face the justice that he finally deserves.

Politics                Simone 1-5-15                  10:40am           7min                 Mark Simone 
talks with Michael Goodwin they discuss the passing of former NY governor Mario Cuomo. They 
discuss his great speech “The Tale of Two Cities”, at the 1984 Democratic National Convention. 
They also discuss that Al Sharpton shakedown corporations to get money and if he does they will 
not boycott companies and will leave a cause even if you think he is there to stand up for you. 
Goodwin says Sharpton is a setback for race relations in this country.The country will only get 
better when he is not a focal point when it comes to race.

Finance                Simone    1-5-15                  11:40am              7min                 Mark Simone 
talks with Charles Payne of Fox Business Network. Payne says the best jobs come from the 
fracking miracle and how it has saved this country from the deepest part of the recession. This is 
the best time to think about buying stock in a good oil company because prices are low but will 



rise soon. And make sure to lookout for an up and comer- fossil fuels, which are making a 
comeback, but not overnight.

Finance             Morning Show    1-6-15                   6:45am          10min              Hilarie Barsky is 
joined by CNBC contributor Ron Insana. Insana discusses the rough and tumble ride the stock 
market has been on the past couple of days. He says this sis something to be expected since the 
market has been so good to so many people for such awhile now that a correction was destined 
to take place. Whether this is the bottom or not is tough to tell but this may be a sign of things to 
come.

Health               Morning Show    1-6-15                   8:08am           10min             Hilarie Barsky is 
joined by Dr. Mehmet Oz. He discusses ways way can eat healthier and sleep better by making a 
few tweaks to our diet. He says many people try to change everything at once but the simple trick 
is small steps and moderation. He gives some helpful tips and suggestions to not only fighting off 
the winter pounds but also getting more sleep if you’re feeling sluggish.

Crime Simone 1-6-15        10:10am             7 min Mark Simone 
talks about the recently release crime statistics in New York City.  He mentions that Mayor de 
Blasio talked about how  overall crime number have dropped in 2014.  Mark goes on to say it was 
a very good year and that all catagories were down except that shooting were up.  The number 
were up dramatically and he mentions that this could be because of the end of Stop and Frisk. 
 He then says that we have to keep our eye on the shooting numbers and make sure they do not 
get out of control. 

Politics Simone 1-8-15        10:40am             7 min Mark Simone 
talks with Linda Stasi from the New York Daily News and talk about the issues Mayor de Blasio is 
 having with the New York Police Department.  She mentions that every mayor has had issue 
with protests and disagreements with the NYPD, but social media has made it a larger issue. 
 She also goes on the say that union president Pat Lynch is heating things up  because he is up 
for re-election and that they have been working without a new contact for years, but that we 
elected this Mayor and it is time for peace.

Crime Simone 1-9-15        11:40am              7 min Mark Simone 
talks with Lou Dobbs from the Fox Business Network about Mayor de Blasio and the NYPD.  He 
explains that his attack on the department will not have a good result and that he is an ignorant 
man pretending to be enlightened.  He goes on to say that this is a city on the verge of becoming 
irrational. 

Health Intelligent Med. 1-10-15        1:08pm              4 min Dr. Hoffman 
addresses how unhealthy obesity is. He points out that there have been different views on the 
subject. It used to be thought it was flat-out unhealthy. A more nuanced view now prevails, but Dr. 
Hoffman says that long-term it's still likely to be a negative.

Consumer Travel Show 1-11-15         1:07pm              8 min Malte Zeeck, 
CEO and founder of Internations, an expatriate social network, discusses what his company 
does, how it connects  expatriates with each other, and which are the best places in the world for 
expatriates. The surprising number one choice is Ecuador, because of its cheapness, and also for 
the friendliness of its people.

Consumer Travel Show 1-18-15          1:07pm              8 min Randy 
Peterson, an expert on airline and hotel loyalty programs, makes the case for the hotel programs, 
which he believes offer many excellent benefits, including free wi-fi, room upgrades, late 
checkouts and more. He also tells us which of the hotel loyalty programs he thinks are the best.

Consumer Travel Show 1-25-15          1:07pm              7 min Carolyn 
Spencer-Brown, cruise journalist and expert, talks about the increasing popularity of expedition 



cruising. These are cruises to out-of-the way destinations on smaller ships, often with experts on 
 board to tell the travelers about the history, culture and wildlife of the places they're visiting. 
Many new ships are now being built to meet the demand for such cruises.      

Consumer Berman/Schnitt 1-26-15 6:10am    4 min Len Berman 
and Todd Schnitt talk with Ray Stagich meteorologist from The Weather Channel and discuss a 
potential snowstorm that could be one of the top 10 snowfall totals in New York City.  He does 
warn people that things could change, but that this will be a long event with winds and people 
should prepare for potential blizzard condition.

Consumer Berman/Schnitt 1-27-15 6:10am   4 min Len Berman 
and Todd Schnitt talk about how the storm was not as bad as expected in the city, but other parts 
of the tri-state area have been hit hard.  They talk about how New York City Subways were 
closed for the first time in the history of the city.  They explain to listeners that most mass transit 
and schools have been closed and that even if the snow totals were not as bad as predicated you 
have to err in the side of caution in these situations.

Consumer Travel Show  2-1-15       1:07pm               9 min Howie 
Rappaport and Ari Charlestein, the co-founders of Award Magic, discuss the ways their business 
serves as a useful intermediary between people with airline award miles and the best travel deals 
available using those miles. They explain how they have access to information that is very hard to 
come by for the general public.

Politics             Simone        2-2-15          10:06am               10min              Speaker of the 
NYS Assembly Sheldon Silver charged with bribery and corruption charges. Silver has been 
charged by Manhattan US prosecutor Preet Bharara for using his influence in exploited his 
position as one of the most powerful politicians in the state to obtain millions of dollars in bribes 
and kickbacks. He was also accused of setting up a fake law firm to hide the millions he was 
getting in illegal kickbacks. Mark can’t believe Silver has gotten away with this for so long. But he 
gives a lot of credit to Bharara for steeping up to the plate and taking him down.

Politics             Simone        2-2-15          10:40am                   10 min             Mark Simone is 
joined by NY Post columnist Michael Goodwin. They discuss NYC mayor Bill de Blasio closing 
down schools because of the winter storm that was supposed to drop double digit snow totals in 
our area. De Blasio seems to be letting the critics unnerve him after one year in office.  One major 
move that burns the mayor is Governor Andrew Cuomo deciding to shut down the MTA without 
informing him. How will US prosecutor Preet Bharara clean up Albany politics?

Politics Simone        2-3-15           10:06am               10min             Governor 
Andrew Cuomo says he had no idea corruption was so rampant in Albany politics. He is 
completely clueless about what is going on. It is amazing that NYS Assembly Speaker Sheldon 
Silver’s corruption charges blindsides him. Mark says most reporters and those following Albany 
politics had an idea that Silver was involved in corrupt acts but Cuomo did not know is hard to 
believe. Was the Mooreland Committee set up to pretend to clean up corruption by Cuomo?

Social               Simone        2-3-15          10:10am               5min            Mark Simone 
discusses the alleged rape allegations levied against lawyer Sandford Rubenstein. Rubenstein’s 
victim says she was drugged after being left alone by a friend at his apartment. The lawyer says 
all the sex they had was consensual. Simone says show the jury a picture of Rubenstein and you 
will clearly see that there is no way he could be innocent because she is way out of his league.

Social/Politics  Simone        2-3-15          10:20am               5min               Mark Simone 
discusses mayor Bill de Blasio bring a halt to stop and frisk. De Blasio says stop and frisk unfairly 



targets minorities in the city. Mark says if you get rid of the police tactic then crime will rise and 
revert back to the pre-mayor Rudy Giuliani days.

Politics    Simone   2-3-15          10:40am          10min              Mark Simone is 
joined by political pundit Ann Coulter. They discuss who on either side Republican/Democrat will 
run for the 2016 presidential election. They also touch on the attack ads by Democrats on senator 
Rand Paul from Kentucky and Governor Chris Christie from NJ.

Consumer Travel Show  2-8-15       12:34pm              7 min Jason Cochran, 
Editor-In-Chief of Frommers.com, visited the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas. He was 
looking for new gadgets and gizmos that might be of use to travelers, and he found quite a few. 
For instance, there was a wristband that tells you when you're about to get sunburned and some 
apps that enable you to water your plants even when you're away from home.

Crime Berman/Schnitt 2-12-15       7:10am              7 min Len Berman 
and Todd Schnitt discuss the reaction to the indictment of officer Pete Liang in the shooting death 
of Akai Gurley.  They explain the Gurley’s aunt was very outspoken about his release without bail 
and her comments calling Liang a murderer and a modern day day lynching. They go on to say 
that they do not believe he is a murderer, but was a poorly trained rookie who made a terrible 
decision and violated policy which lead to the death of Gurley.

Education Berman/Schnitt 2-12-15 9:45am 7 min Len Berman 
and Todd Schnitt discuss Principal Kimberly Taylor from the Hilltop School who is still working at 
school after audio was released of her yelling and berating special needs students. Caller Kathy 
spoke about her experiences with the principal including issues of her child being bullied in which 
the principal was aware and did not help the situation and her child being used by the principal to 
do menial tasks which should not part of his educational day.  She goes on to say the Principal 
Taylor is only a symptom of a larger problem in the educational system.

Health Travel Show  2-15-15       1:09pm              5 min Nicholas 
Balakar, medical/health writer for the N.Y. Times, talks about the impact on travel of the current 
measles outbreak.  He also looks into how the outbreak started at Disneyland, and he 
emphasizes how important it is to be vaccinated, and how effective the vaccines are.

Crime Berman/Schnitt 2-17-15 7:25am 4 min Len Berman 
and Todd Schnitt discuss the end of the murder free streak in New York City.  They talk about 
how NYC went 12 days without a murder, but that ended on Saturday with a murder in Queens.  
They explain that the lack of murders was probably caused by the extreme cold and snowy 
conditions the city was experiencing.  

Consumer Berman/Schnitt 2-19-15 8:40am 4 min Len Berman 
and Todd Schnitt discuss the latest consumer satisfaction index to come out which ranks the best 
to worst companies.  According to this years index Walmart ranks on the bottom of the list at 
number 13.  The reason seem to be because of employee issues.  Other on the list include Sears 
ranked 11, JC Penny at #8, Macy’s #6, Target # 4, Kohl's #3.  Nordstroms ranked the top of the 
list.

Politics Berman/Schnitt 2-20-15 6:22am 4 min Len Berman 
and Todd Schnitt discuss Rudy Giuliani backtracking off comments regarding President Obama 
not loving our country.  Todd agrees with his comments and feels that he just does not show love 



for this county as President in the past.  Len does not feel the same and feels it is a stretch that 
he does not love America even though he was disappointed in his leadership.

Consumer Travel Show  2-22-15       1:07pm              8 min Andrea Sachs, 
travel reporter for The Washington Post, talks about the objects people try to bring on planes 
which the TSA in fact bans. Some of these objects are incredible-- frying pans, pots, knives, etc. 
She also explains the one way that people can get the objects back after they are seized.

Education Berman/Schnitt 2-25-15 8:25am 7 min Len Berman 
and Todd Schnitt discuss Taylor Swift who is facing criticism for a donation of $50,000 to NYC 
public schools from proceeds of her song ‘Welcome to New York.’  There are some people who 
feel, including Todd Schnitt, that with all her money $50,000 was not enough to donate.  Len and 
several listeners who called  felt that it was a generous donation and any amount of money is 
better than now for schools that are in desperate need.

Consumer Travel Show  3-1-15       1:06pm              8 min John Hooper, 
author of "The Italians", talks about Italy's history and culture, which he wants  people to know 
more about. He feels people will enjoy their trips to Italy more if they learn more about it. He 
points out the many contradictions in Italian culture, and how Italians differ from the Northern 
Europeans.

Social               Simone        3-2-15               10:06am          10min              Outrage after 
Saturday Night Live depicts ISIS in one of their sketches. Many people were turned off because it 
poked fun at a time when the terror group was beheading people. Also ISIS has set its sights on 
Twitter and threatening to kill all of their employees. Mark says SNL is known for poking fun at 
certain social taboos and this is no different.

Politics             Simone        3-2-15               10:40am          10min              Mark Simone is 
joined by NY Post columnist Michael Goodwin. They discuss whether or not Hillary Clinton will 
finally announce that she is running for the presidency. Goodwin believes that she has been 
running for years and all that surrounds her is hype. The Clintons are worried about the past and 
don’t look forward at all. Goodwin says we should move on from the Clintons because all they do 
is carry around baggage and bad vibes.

Politics           Simone        3-2-15                11:06am          5min                Mark Simone 
discusses the strained relationship between Israel and the USA. John Kerry, US Secretary of 
State states the relationship between the two countries has never been stronger. Mark says the 
Netflix program “House of Cards” seems to depict what is going on in Congress. He thinks we get 
sucked into the show because our politicians are so bad we have to get away somehow.

Politics             Simone        3-2-15                11:10am          5min                Mark Simone 
discusses the rift between NY Governor Andrew Cuomo and NYC mayor Bill de Blasio. He says 
the chasm is brought on by de Blasio’s progressive ideal and how it may affect Cuomo’s bid to 
run or govern the state. Mark says de Blasio can’t continue with his ways because the ideals may 
be there, just as they are with Elizabeth Warren but it leads to taxing the rich and other unrealistic 
agendas.

Politics             Simone        3-2-15                11:40am          10min              Mark Simone is 
joined by Frank Rich, NY Magazine columnist. They discuss Rich’s latest column on Dr. Ben 
Carson and his legendary career and upbringing. They say he is a brilliant man but he is in no 
way shape or form ready to hold public office let alone the president of the United States. They 
discuss what merits a good presidential candidate. They discuss the possible candidates for the 
2016 presidential race. 



Politics Simone        3-2-15          10:06am          10min              Mark Simone 
discusses the Clinton machine trying to cover up the new Hillary Clinton email scandal on all the 
talk shows. As Secretary of State Hillary Clinton used her own personal email and server to send 
emails and not the one given by the government. There is no way to track emails she sent or 
received during that time. Mark says we have to move on from the Clintons because they are only 
involved in sleazy campaigns or slush funds that are unbecoming of a leader of the free world.

Health Berman/Schnitt 3-3-15 6:58am 7 min Len Berman 
and Todd Schnitt discuss the risk of heart attack in conjunction with coffee consumption.  They 
explain a new study that says moderate coffee consumption, 3-4 cups a day could lower the risk 
of clogged arteries which can lead to a heart attack.

Crime Berman/Schnitt 3-3-15 9:25am 7 min Len Berman 
and Todd Schnitt speak with Ed Mullins, President of the Sergeants Benevolent Association and 
discuss the restrictions placed on cops after ending of the stop and frisk policy on New York.  He 
explains that there is an assumption from the beginning that the police officer is wrong when a 
stop and frisk occurs.  He agrees that stop and frisk needed to be fine tuned, but it was not 
wrong.  He goes on to say there are always bad apples in a group, but as a whole the police were 
doing things correctly. 

Health Berman/Schnitt 3-4-15 9:42am 7 min Len Berman 
and Todd Schnitt speak with Dr Gail Saltz psychiatrist and psychoanalyst at New York 
Presbyterian Hospital to discuss why more New Yorkers are seeing doctors because of the winter 
blues.  She goes on to say there is something called seasonal affective disorder and that people 
who are affected have more issues in the winter due to the short days and less daylight.  She 
then explains that people do not always need to take medication, but that some can he helped 
with light therapy.  She warns that you should see a doctor because you need a specific UV light 
and that a doctor would prescribe a certain and of time for the therapy. 

Consumer Travel Show  3-8-15       12:08pm             9 min Arthur and 
Pauline Frommer discuss currency changes and how they affect travelers. The dollar is up and 
the Euro is down and that means a European vacation will now be much less expensive for 
Americans. On the other hand, it will keep some Europeans from traveling to the U.S. Certainly, 
hotels in New York have already seen the change.

Consumer Travel Show  3-15-15       12:07pm             7 min Arthur again 
discusses the rise of the dollar and the fall of other currencies and how this will affect travelers. 
He especially focuses on the dollar's approach to parity with the Euro. One interesting result is 
that New York City hotels are now offering better prices, as fewer European travelers are arriving 
in the city.

Race Berman/Schnitt 3-20-15 8:42am 7 min Len Berman 
and Todd Schnitt discuss the town that has been finding stickers on Texas business windows 
stating “whites only and maximum of five colored people only” with the city seal on them.  They 
explain that nobody knows where they came from but the Mayor has spoken out and is outraged 
about the ignorance of the people behind their placement.  Many people are upset about the 
racially motivated act, but are hoping someone is caught.

Consumer Travel Show  3-22-15       12:07pm             22 min Pauline calls in 
from south India, where she's traveling with her family. But it's a kind of working vacation, as her 
physical therapist husband and one daughter work with physically challenged children, while 



Pauline and her other daughter teach English to schoolkids. They also have time for general 
tourism, including a visit to a remarkable temple.

Consumer Berman/Schnitt 3-23-15 6:42am 7 min Len Berman 
and Todd Schnitt discuss the horrific fire that took the lives of seven children from one family in 
New York City.  The family only had one working smoke detector in the basement. Todd gives 
advice to listeners to check and make sure they have enough detectors in their homes, check the 
batteries and to replace detectors that are over 10 years old.  

Consumer Travel Show  3-29-15       12:07pm             51 min The Frommers 
devote the hour to Pauline's recent trip to south India. She and her family spent part of the time 
working with young Indians, teaching English and helping with physical therapy, all through the 
organization Global Volunteers. But there was plenty of time for general tourism as well, and we 
hear about what Pauline saw.

Health Berman/Schnitt 3-30-15 9:42am 7 min Len Berman 
and Todd Schnitt speaks with Dr. Jacqueline Brunetti certified Aviation Medical Examiner and 
Medical Director of Radiology Holy Name Hospital in Teaneck NJ about the Germanwings co-
pilot who took down a plane with 149 passengers in the French Alps.    She explains that it is 
hard to understand the full story with so much misinformation being leaked, but that he must have 
been suffering psychological and psychiatric issues. She goes on to say the pilots are routinely 
examined for medical issues,  but not psychological issues.


